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MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED
5 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON. S02 ONZ

Metal Military Miniatures

for the WARGAMER and the COLLECTOR

TELEPHONES:

Southampton 20855 • 8.30 a.m. to 6p.m.
West End 4651 - 6.00p.m. to 8.30p.m.

TRADEMARK

SHOP WHERE YOU SEE THIS SIGN

Dick is now concentrating on getting all
figures listed in the catalogue available
and renewing those figures he thinks are
not up to his current standard - and by
the way he is designing at the moment
we reckon he will redesign all the lot if
we give him a chance.

Watch this page for the forthcoming
releases. Only in Wargamers News
letter and our own House Magazine do
we announce new and redesigned figures

All of our FRANCHISE DEALERS
should by now be displaying a sign
like the drawing on the left which
announces proudly that they are the
local STOCKIST for Minifigs and
we therefore recommend you give
them the support you have given us.

FIGURES OF 25mm SCALE for the
following periods

The ANCIENT PERIOD
The HUNDRED YEARS WAR
The RENAISSANCE Period
The ENGLISH CIVIL WAR
The MARLBURIAN WARS
The JACOBITE RISING
The SEVEN YEARS WAR
The AMERICAN REVOLUTION
The FRENCH REVOLUTION
The NAPOLEONIC WARS
The CRIMEA WAR
The AMERICAN CIVIL WAR
The FRANCO PRUSSIAN WAR
The COLONIAL Period

Infantry, Cavalry and Artillery

WORLD WAR ONE WARSHIPS

CATALOGUE showing full listing
to be available only 18p
Contains four pages of photographs
$l#l:{tf$l$l3{ct#t$l$t$|$t$|$l$!$|$|$tj{e|:4:

HOUSE MAGAZINE - "MINIMAG"
available at 15p.
Numbers 1 & 2 have now been
published with Number 3 ready by
the end of September We Hope.
*7#v*i#i*i*i*i#i*r#i*i#i*i#i#i#i*i#i*

REMEMBER - MINIFIGS IS THE
METAL MODEL SOLDIER
MANUFACTURING COMPANY RUN
BY WARGAMERS FOR WARGAMERS

Commercial Director - NEVILLE DICKINSON Design Director - RICHARD HIGGS
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EDITORIAL

First I must apologise for the extremely late
delivery of last months edition. This was com
pletely beyond my control and can be blamed on to
the printer who sat on the "copy" for nearly three
weeks and then began to print it on the evening
before he went off on holiday. Unfortunately the
printing machine broke down and he was unable to
get it started although he said he kicked it - it
might seem as though it was the printer that needed
kicking! Subsequently, the printed sheets were not
received until he returned from holiday, they then
had to be collated, stapled and packed for despatch
- nearly a fortnight late.

In this month's "Must List" are details of two new boxes of Airfix figures, plus
information concerning the ever increasing output of figures by principal manufactur
ers of metal castings. This abundance of figures for those who can afford to pay for
them takes some of the pleasure out of wargaming and I recall with nostalgia the days
when one had to make a master model, then a mould and cast his own figures if he
wanted anything apart from a very small range of figures that were difficult to ob
tain. Veteran wargamer John Nicholls writes in this connection "I often wonder if we
are going way over to the extreme with the detail on these 25mm figures because it
must increase the price and this goes up and up as the weeks pass by. Recently I
bought a box of the new Hinchliffe cuirassiers and you do not realise just how much
detail there is on these figures until you begin to paint them - I was amazed for
instance that the mantlesack has a clearly defined cape on the top. It is a pity
that everybody seems to go for the Napoleonic periods still I suppose the manufactur
ers are in business, as are Airfix, and have to make it pay. I do agree with your
leading article regarding the production of figures by Airfix, however I suppose all
wargamers are lucky that they have covered so many periods, although it is most un
fortunate that they do not produce a figure with conversion possibilities for the
period in question - i.e., why produce a Scotsman when a line infantryman would have
converted to many other items?"

It may be as well to point out here that the price of wargames figures is very
much increased by purchase tax which I believe amounts to as much as 25%.

For 115 issues of this magazine, commencing in April 1962 it has borne the title
WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER. This title does not unnecessarily seem to describe the maga
zine in the manner it deserves, tending to present an image of one or two duplicated
sheets with a staple in the top lefthand corner. I am toying with the idea of
changing the name of this magazine to WARGAMING - any comments?

Regret owing to the recent hoo-haa over the dollar it is necessary to increase
U.S.A. subscription rates to #5.70 - plus 30 cents bank handling charge if you pay by
dollar cheque or order etc.

DON FEATHERSTONE

Subscription ratem-

£2.10p in the United Kingdom: Overaeas £2.25p W5.70 in U.S.A. and Canada).

FitU page
Half Page

ADVERTISING HATES IN THIS MAGAZINE

£6.00 (£16.00).
£3.00 (£8.00).

Quarter Page
Eighth Page

Claaaified adverts 1p (2 cento) per word.

£1.50p 0C..00)
75P (£2.00)



FIRING INTO THE BROWN!

Having succeeded Sir Evelyn Wood as Sirdar of the
Egyptian Army Major-General Sir Francis Grenfell was
busily forming a Nile Frontier Force of British and
Egyptian troops. Towards the end of November 1885.
the Khalifa Abdullah!, the Mahdi's successor, appeared
with a Dervish Army a few miles south of Ginnis and
attacks were made on British posts at Kosha and
Mograka General Sir Frederick Stephenson, with two

?88|" ififfSi tttT^^ d6feated thG enCmy at Ginnis °n the Penultimate day of
scarletWni sTVo11 v"y ^Z^^^^Tl^ ^ aCtl°n »***»*

of the Egyptian army as it was Sf J^flS'V* ^^ ^f.^eatly raised the morale

of the Egyptian Army and, with ^^^kf^^tT^^JS'S!:* ^
xn Egypt, began to prepare his forces for an attempAo^cc^thfsS! rG1Sning

00O00

&SL&r: »;»SLrF =? '-"'5 -was
u , ^ l"LOBe action against enemy cavalrv Phil Ra^0- «<• 4.u n-

00O00

quicker rate of fire but this was no compensation in such opln country. * *** *
00O00

BALLOONS AND GUNFIRE: In forwarding the reports on the Artillery practice at Bulford,
I came on one or two interesting points within the personal knowledge of Colonel
SJ^S!" Lieut.-General Sir Laurence Parsons). One was that on February 22nd,
II *l oilt^lf *S ellS flred by a Sinsle B°er *un burst be^een the centre sectionof the 78th Battery, i.e. within twenty odd yards, and without hurting anyone. A-
nother interesting point was that when firing at the balloons which I got lent to me
for practice on Salisbury Plain, at the first unknown range, 5,300 yards distant, and
500 yards in the air, the balloon was struck the first time, but it did not fall till
forty-six other shots had been fired at it. The Battery then came into action at
J.JOO yards, when the balloon was 200 feet higher in the air. The officer in command
tried what is called the "long bracket," i.e. firing one over and one under until he
got the range, and in six minutes he brought the balloon down. This indicates that
the aeronauts of the future will have a bad time.

Field-Marshal Sir Evelyn Wood V.G.



THE ROMAN/GALLIC

ACTURIAS

by

Keith Hamilton-Smith

(The author of this
article is a naval archi

tect with Burness, Cor-
lett and Partners one of

the largest firms of
Naval Architects and

Marine Consultants in

Great Britain. Commenc

ing with plans for this
ship Keith intends draw
ing similar plans for
other warships of all
periods. For the
ACTURIAS, the General

Arrangement costs 49p and the Lines Plan 38p from Springvale, 112A Roman Road,
Basingstoke, 'Hants)

The following verbatum quote from the Notes on the Ships of Antiquity in the end
papers of "The Cruse of the Dolphin" by Ferdinand Lallemond (Methuen 1957) may be of
help.

"Between the round ships and the long ships must be placed the acturias; this
war a cargo ship used by the fleet with sails and one bank of oars. It carried an
immense beak, anapulustre instead of a chaniscos, and was used as a troop transport
or as a supply ship."

This authority seems to limit the use more to Naval operations than general use
which seems to be suggested by sketches C and D. It is all guesswork when you go
back this farl

The plan for the Acturias is based on a stone relief found in the M6selle Valley
although other French sources connect the ship with Southern France. The relief is
unrigged but Homan mosaics show similar ships rigged. This vessel is a cross between
the Roman Round ship and war galley and ships of her type can be found with the trad
itional goose head ends of Roman merchant men and the Roman Naval Apulustre. (You
may read in some books that the goose head decoration is a Roman original and comes

from the story of geese warn

Naval Acturias (from a mosaic in Sousse Museum, Tunisia)
on which the rigging of the design was based. A photo
of this mosaic appears on page 110 in the book "A
Naval Acturias (from a mosaic in Sousse Museum, Tunisia)
->n which the rigging of the design was based. A photo
o;' this mosaic appears on page 110 in the book "A
History of Warfare" by Field-Marshal Montgomery.

ing Rome of attack. Both the
goose head decoration and
the apulustre are found on

Phonetian vessels and the

apulustre may have originat
ed in the Minoan Cretian

ships).

The Acturias has its
origins in the very early
merchant ships, and would
have been used to carry any
form of cargo. They had ad
vantages over the round ship
when being used on the edges
of the Empire and for river
and coastal trade in that

they were not reliant on

wind. Their carrying capaci
ty made them useful troop
transport and supply vessels
and my calculations suggest
that these vessels had a far

greater range of operations
than those that can be ob-



tained from pure naval vessels.

The bow on this vessel is not
a ram, but a. cutwater-bow

whose sole use was to increase
the length of waterline and
thus reduce the resistance of

the vessel. It is possible
that this bow could have been

strengthened on naval and

private vessels and used for
ramming. Later ship, designs
of the Roman Empire suggest
that as well as the more

traditional warships there
were also tirimes and

birimes which had features

of the Acturias. The oars on these vessels come through the hull at main deck level
or just below deck and the upper bank of oars are lashed to the rails (See Landstrom
"Sailing Ships'.' page *t9, fig. 111). When working on my designs it became obvious
that this type of warship would not have been suitable in the later Empire in cases
where Naval stations had been established and regular naval patrols were conducted to
safeguard the Empire against pirates and Barbarians.

One finds that pirates were always a menace in the Mediterranean. King Midos of
Crete is noted for clearing the Sea of Pirates and they keep cropping up throughout
Ancient and Middle age history. In fact a recent book by Prof. Alberto Tenenti of
the University of Pisa states that piracy was a significant factor in the decline of
Venice 1500-1615 AD. In earlier Naval Histories it has been stated that Rome was not
a sea power, but it has been pointed out, and a fuller analysis made in the more
modern Naval Histories, that if Rome had not been or become a Naval power, the Empire
would not have existed. To control the Mediterranean she had to control the sea
against the City States of Greece and the most powerful and rival Carthaginian Empire
who had inherited the Phonetian trade monopolies.

In the North the Veneti had to be cleared from the Channel in 56BC before Julius
Caesar could land in Britain. The Roman history of Britain alone, an outpost of
Empire, shows that the island had to be constantly protected from attack by sea. This
must also have been true for other continental territories. With the fall of the
Roman Empire the vandals were free to sail the Western Mediterranean and in ^55 AD
were able to anchor unopposed in the mouth of the Tiber.

Roman Naval power definitely fluctuated throughout the period, and Naval
strength depended upon the whims of the Senate who would only vote money for Naval
construction in time of need. A Navy of sorts must have existed for Rom to control
the islands and coasts of the Mediterranean. Sea transport would have been the
fastest means of communication throughout the Empire. With regard to ship speeds
Thucydides records a Greek galley as capable of travelling 168 sea miles in 2k hours.
Roman gram ships under sail alone are recorded as making the passage from Alexandin-
or to the Tiber in 5 days which seems to have been a regular passage time in good
weather. A comparison of speed can also be gauged from the Ventian galley which was
capable of 10 knots and the Spanish galleon which average 6 knots. The figures
suggest that the probable average speeds for galleys were 7-8 knots and those for
round ships were probably slightly less, the maximum speed being 9 knots with favour
able winds and good weather.

Sketch of a bas-relief (from Musee de Saint-Germain-
en-Large) on which the design was mainly based.

It is believed that

the outer planking of
these ships was first
built together with the
keel and then the frames
added after, but the re
cent find at Blackfriars
which is at present on
view at the Science

Museum, seems to have un

nerved the experts as it
dates from the 2nd cen

tury AD and is the frame

with planks layed on



COUNSELS OF WAR.

TO THE TENTH POWER

by

Christopher Lance Scott

Wargaming and decimalisationl Horror, scorn, contempt, derisionl Up unoil the
other day I too would have joined in this general rejection of 'continentalising' our
hobby. However, when picking up a tape, and then casting it aside for having 'funny'
markings I began to think, "Well, why not? ..'e already talk about figures in milli
metres". After all, we have changed our currency and the rest will come, eventually
we will become standardised with Europe. If ever there is an International Conven
tion (as I hope one day) I would hate to witness any British armies running from the
field due only to unfamiliarity with move distances and ranges. So as well as, "Good
bye Shillings and Pence, hello New Pennies", it is "Goodbye feet and inches, hello
centimetres".

It would take a very brave man to make a clean sweep right through his model
armies, and alas I am no hero, nor can I afford the time at the moment. But, I am
beginning a new army: based on Brigadier Peter Yo.ung's organisation in 'Charge!', and
using a copious supply of plastic 18th Century figures obtained from the U.S. via an
advertisement on the back of an old 'Superman' comic. It is this army that is going
decimal.

I chose 1 figure to represent 10 men and deduced that:

If 1 figure = 10 men = 30mm in height
then 1 man = 3mm

6 ft =1 man
so 2 ft = 1mm

1 ft = -Jmrn

I was reluctant to adopt a new general scale because 100 yds = 6 ins had served
me well during many various engagements in all eras. So one can imagine my delight
when I did the following calculation.

1 inch = 2.5 cm (discounting the odd 0.04)
therefore 6 ins = 15«0 cm

if 6 ins = 100 yds = 300 ft
then 15 cm = 300 ft

1 cm =20 ft

1 mm = 2 ft

•} mm =1 ft

The same answer as my almost whimsical previous sum.

So I was set. My general scale was to be 15cm = 100 yds or -Jmrn = 1 ft, con
veniently uniting both figure scale and ground scale. I compiled a table to help me
with subsequent conversions.

100 yds = 300 ft = 75 cm
75 yds = 225 ft = 11.25 cm

50 yds = 150 ft = 7-5 cm
25 yds = 75 ft = 3-75 cm
10 yds = 30 ft = 1.5 cm

5 yds = 15 ft = 0.75 cm
1 yd = 5 ft = 0.15 cm

i yd = 1 ft
=

0.05 cm

CONTINUED NEXT MONTH

—00O00

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER it .dittd and publi«h«d from:-

if Hill Lam. Southampton. Htmpthlr*. EnfUnd, SOI SAD



A NORTH AMERICAN CAMPAIGN (Continued)

by

Bob Stone

(President, Garden High Wargames Club, U.S.A.)

II. Naval Forces:

Remnants of the Royal Navy fled to the United
States after Britain fell, where they joined Free
French units (like the destroyer "Le Fantasque).
Later, units of the Commonwealth Navies came to
America as their respective countries fell. Most
of the Commonwealth units are in the Pacific.

Some of the planned vessels of the U.S. (such as
the "Montana") are being built but are not yet combat ready.

V3tVv 7^ Pt. Dwf,

Units of. the South American Republics are rapidly joining American task forces,
and have fought in one battle (The Battle off St. Paul's Rocks").

III. Uniforms:

Most of the Allied troops in America are equipped with standard U.S. Army olive
drab uniforms. The various groups of troops from occupied countries fighting in
America have their own distinctive patches. (See figures 1, 2, 3).

IV. Vehicle Markings and Camouflage:

All vehicles, no matter what the national origin of their crews, are marked
with white stars on the turret sides and/or on the front and rear of the vehicle.
Markings of national origin (flags, etc.,) are allowed only the rear plate or sides
of a vehicle.

Most Allied vehicles are painted a basic forest green or olive drab. There
have been a few attempts to camouflage armoured vehicles by adding stripes of diff
erent shades of green from the basic colour. These measures are the exception
rather than the rule.

^vlEALlU Ad

" VtfJTED to*> v*vroKY

A fkbe FAe/zcM £. fiiee. 8»m5ti 3> CO/OAO/JUtALTtt

B. THE AXIS FORCES.

I. Land Forces:

At this moment we are interested mainly in German forces, as the other Axis
forces are acting only in a supporting role, so German equipment will be discussed

All small arms are considered the same as those used during the actual 1939-^5
conflict. As to armoured vehicles, the Germans are relying still on the PzKfw IV H,
which is gradually being replaced by the heavier PzKfw V Panther. The Tiger I and
Tiger II (King Tiger) are the standard tanks of the German Heavy Panzer units, but
have not yet been used in great numbers because of their bulk and slow speed.



The Germans have a wide selection of self-propelled guns. Among these are:
JgdPz IV, Hetzer, Sturmgeshutz III (75mm/StuK40), Sturmgeshutz III (l05mm/StuH h2),
Nashorn, Hummel, Brummbar and Grille 10 (88mm). Artillery consists of the Light
Infantry Howitzer 75mm, M18 105mm Howitzer, Ml8 150 Gun, 150iam and 210mm Nebelwerfera
(these are also mounted on the Schwerewehrmachtschlepper half-track). Anti-tank
artillery includes 75mm PaK 38s, 88mm PaK h^/kle and 128mm PaK Kkk. Anti-aircraft
weaponry includes the 20mm, 37mm, 88mm and 128mm Flak guns. There are also the
FlakPanzers Ostwind (37mm), Wirbelwind (k x 20mra), Mobelwagen (37mm), Quad 20mm SPAA
and Klugelblitz (2 x 30mm).

The armoured personnel carriers being used by the German forces are the SdKfz 25
250 and SdKfz 251. So far, only these variants have been in use in America: SdKfz
250/10, SdKfz 251/9 (37mm PaK), SdKfz 251/2 (80mm Mortar). The unarmoured SdKfz 8
and SdKfz 11 are in use as artillery prime movers. The Type 82 Kubelwagen and
Schwimmwagen are also being employed much as are the American jeeps.

For scouting units, the Germans use the SdKfz 23^ series of armoured cars, which
includes the SdKfz 23V1 (20mm gun), SdKfz 234/2 (50mm gun), SdKfz 23V3 (short 75mra)
and the SdKfz 23V^ (long 75mm).

Soft-skinned vehicles include Opel "Blitz" trucks, Hanomag and Horch medium
cars, also captured Allied vehicles.

II. Naval Forces:

These include the naval forces of all the Axis countries listed in THE WORLD

SITUATION 19^0-19V7. The planned H-^2 and R-kk class German battleships have been
completed. The German aircraft carriers "Graf Zepplin" and "Peter Strasser" are
being used in conjunction with the Italian carrier "Aquila".

III. Uniforms:

At the beginning of the campaign, the Oberkommando der Heeres authorised the
following uniform as standard issue for invasion troops: Jackboots, field grey
trousers, a camouflage smock (with a pattern of browns), and a helmet cover pattern
ed tc match the smock.

There are expected to be other types of uniform for future areas of operation.

IV. Vehicle Markings and Camouflage:

Armoured vehicles have their tactical numbers painted on turret sides and rear
plates. The German national cross is placed in the same areas as the tactical
number. Divisional signs and tactical signs are painted on the front right and rear
right fenders. Vehicles are painted a basic earth brown with a camouflage pattern
of olive drab stripes or spots.

V. Special Insignia:

There is only one special insignia so far in the campaign. It is the divisional
sign of the newly formed 13th SS Panzer Division "Nord Amerika" (North America). This
insignia shows the SS runes superimposed'over a map of North America. It is figure
number k.

CONTINUED NEXT MONTH

jADVANCED WARGAMERS ONLY!
ADVANCED WWII RULES (ARMOUR) BASED ON ARMY'S PRESENT TACTICAL

EXERCISE SYSTEM, TOR MORE THAN A SIMPLE GAME (UMPIRE

ESSENTIAL). £1 ($3) INCLUDING PERCENTAGE DICE. ADDRESS BELOW

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR RULES 1970 CONDITION 50p ($1.50}

PERCENTAGE DICE. NOW AVAILABLE. THROW NUMBERS 1-100.

PAIR 42p ($1.20)
BRISTOL BS6 6AP

BRISTOL Y/ARGAMES SOCIETY, 102 COTHAM BROW,

(enquikie.* Sab.)



A. A. JOHNSTON . mdOa*, <&**& §>*+
PITNEY :: LANGPORT :: SOMERSET :: ENGLAND

..'e are still offering the widest range of New, Imported and second
hand Military books, immediate delivery in most cases, letters answered,
and Lists sent out regularly. Like the 'Newsletter' we make no false
claims, we let our length of service and following speak for itself.

THE MODEL SOLDIER MANUAL Peter J.Blum. Illustrd. 40pps. P.free - £1.84.
How To Go COLLECTING MODEL SOLDIERS Henry Harris. Illstd. " - £1.84.
BRITISH INFANTRY REGIMENTS 1660-1914 A.H.Bowling. Prof, illustd. includ

ing colour. Post free - £1.30.
HANDBOOK ON GERMAN MILITARY FORCES 15 March 1945. New facsimile reprint

of the rare U.S. War Dept. Manual. 7" x 10": hundreds of illustrations
including pages of colour. Post free - £6.97-

HANDBOOK ON JAPANESE MILITARY FORCES 1945. New reprint and companion to
previous item. Post free - £6.97.

THE FIELD OF WATERLOO Paul Davies. Prof, illustd. in colour. P.free - 30p.
How To Play WAR GAMES IN MINIATURE J.Morschauser. Illustd. P.free - £2.18.
THE FRENCH IMPERIAL ARMY The Campaigns of 1813^14 and Waterloo R.K.Riehn.

Illustrated uniform colour guide. Post free - £1.38.
THE FRENCH INFANTRY AND ARTILLERY 1795-1811 R.K.'Riehn. Uniform colour

guide, companion to previous item. Post free - 70p.
GERMAN ARTILLERY 1914-1918 D.Nash. Prof, illustrated including colour,

Uniforms, Equipment, etc. Post free - £1.30.
JAPANESE ARMY UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT 1939-1945 R.Dilley. Prof, illus

trated, including colour. Pcc*- free - £1.30.
DRESS REGULATIONS FOR THE ARMY 1900 with Introducti'- i by W.Y.Carman.

11-J" x 8-}": 204 pps. and 79 pages of plates illustrating several
hundred items of dress. Post free - £3.23.

THESE AND MANY MORE AVAILABLE FROM STOCK INCLUDING ALL THE EXCELLENT TITLES

BY DON FEATHERSTONE. WRITE FOR LISTS, OFFERS, PART EXCHANGE.

MAGPIE MODELS MAGPIE MODELS MAGPIE MODELS MAGPIE MODELS

We have pleasure in offering, from Holland, the attractive LS range of card cut
out models. The "A" series are all at 39p, the "B" series at 20p and the "C" series
at 10p. These models are of farmhouses, town houses, mills, etc., mainly from the
period 1600 to 1700; and are therefore suitable for any wargame period from 30 Years
War to the present day.

A 7 - Mint Tower, Amsterdam - 1620. B1 - Houtzaag Mill - 17th century.
A11 - Farm, N.Holland - 1682. B2 - Water Pumping mill - 17th "
A12 - " E.Holland - d640. B3 - Mill "Prophet Joshua" Zaandam.
A13 - " Gelderland - d650. B4 - Mill "The Pink" Koog aan de Zaan.
A15 - " Belgium type - c1700. B5 - Large Dutch House - 1?th century.
A16 - " Frisian type - d640. B6 - A Town Gate - d600.
A17 - The Watergate at Sneek - 1613. B7 - A N.Holland polder mill.
A18 - The Cornmarket Gate, Kampen - 1337. B8 - "Whipwater" Mill, S.Holland.

C 9 - Meeting House. C12 - Dutch House, "a"
C10 - Dutch House. C13 - " " "b"
C11 - Frisian Church. C14 - " " "c/

Range C are very simple models, the A and B ranges are more difficult.

HINCHCLIFFE WARGAME FIGURES - THE FULL RANGE OF THESE FINS FIGURES IS NOW ON SALE IN
OUR SHOP AT THE PRICE OF 7^p PER FIGURE. A BOX OF TEN FIGURES COSTS ONLY 70p EVEN IF
THE FIGURES ARE NOT ALL THE SAME TYPE!!!!

Plea.se add 10% to your order for postage etc., for all orders under £2.50,. we
pay postage on the larger orders!

CASH WITH ORDER PLEASE. THE DEMAND FOR THE DUTCH MODELS IS SO GREAT AT THE
MOMENT THAT THERE MAY BE / DELAY OF UP TO TWO WEEKS ON SOME MODELS UNTIL OUR STOCK
IS RENEWED.

MAGPIE MODELS, 146 HARROGATE ROAD, LEEDS 7, YORKSHIRE.



THE AMERICAN

SCENE

by

Charles S. Chapman (of Mass. U.S.A.)

(Continued)

Secondly, there is a vast variation in the terrain of the country. My first
sight of the country was an expanse of sand dunes, the second was perfectly flat
grass lands. Then there are the cultivated paddy fields, the abandoned ones, the
swamps, the forests, the jungle of varying types, the high plateaux, the mountains -
all crowded in an area the size of the State of Washington here in the U.S. Each of
these, and others, are of sufficient extent to be considered separately as locales
for entire small scale campaigns. Add to this the street fighting of Tet 68, and the
constant war of posts in the small towns and around bridges, etc., and you have an
enormous selection of different possible situations.

A third potential source of interest lies in the diversity of the troops on each
side. The Americans seem to come in more varieties than ever before; regular infantry
and artillery, paratroopers, "light" infantry, airmobile infantry and artillery,
tankers, mechanised infantry, armoured cavalry, marines, reverine troops - all dis
tinctive, and these are only some - add the special forces with their Civilian
Irregular Defence Groups (including companies made up of nearly every Asiatic
Nationality), the ranger companies, the long range patrollers and you have every
reason to be confused. (This, of course, is slighting the Air Force and Navy, who
come in several variations themselves).

The South Vietnamese have a positively French liking for distinctive units -
until a few years ago they still had an elite company in each battalion until us
spoil sport Yankees talked them into combining these into independent Ranger battal
ions. Their women seem to have a greater part in their service than Westerners are
used to. One of the Ranger Battalions has a woman major, for instance, and the
Vietnamese WACs assigned to the Airborne Division train and jump with the fighting
men. To add to the confusion, the Vietnamese on both sides, are organised in hier
archies with regulars at the top and various grades of regional and local troops
below them.

Finally, to make rule-devising a greater challenge, the passage of time must be
understood. Rules devised for the 1966 period will be only partly applicable to 1970
- and would be hopelessly wrong for 1962. It seems to me that, although everyone
knows the war has been going on for a very long time, we often talk about it as if it
has been the same from the beginning. This is a basic error, both for the political
commentator and the wargamer. The weapons, training, and quality of troops with the
same title has changed greatly over the 14 years since fighting broke out again in
the South - and has been anything but constant in the seven years since American
ground troops moved in.

What I propose to do, then, is to study specific types of action - airmobile
operations in moderate forest, for instance, in a given period. I doubt very much if
a good set of rules for patrolling in the Rung Sat tidal swamp and patrolling in the
central highlands will have much in common. At any rate, we shall see.

My enumeration of troop types above is in no way meant to slight the U.S. Coast
Guard, the Australians, the New Zealanders, the Koreans, the Royal Thai Army, the
Phillipinos, the Nung Mercenaries, or any of the various types of Montagnards - with
all of whom I prefer to keep on good terms!

ooOoo

Would wargamers please note when sending for books, rules, etc., that it is not
possible to despatch them by return. Pressure of work necessitates that these

orders are packed and posted every two/three weeks so there may be a delay - parti
cularly if your order arrived just when the last lot had gone out!

ooOoo

Back numbers of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER are available - November 1968; November,
December 1970; January-August 1971. l8p per copy (45c U.S.A.) including postage.
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WHAT MAKES

A WARGAMER
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by

John G. Kane
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BATTLE REPORT OF THE MONTH

BRITISH

1. Guards

2. Seaforth High
landers

3. Surreys

4. Norfolks
5. 95th Light Inf.

6'. Heavy Dragoons
7. Hussars
8. 6th Ft. Artillery
9. 2nd Ft. Artillery

FRENCH

1. 33rd Voltigeurs 6. Chasseurs-a-Cheval
2. 33rd Grenadiers 7. Cuirassiers
3. Irish Fusiliers 8. Neuchatel Gun
4. Legere Light Inf. 9- 13th Foot Arty.
5. Chasseurs of the
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British took the initiative and the 2nd Foot Artillery volleyed at the Neuchatel
gun but killed only one crewman. All the troops started their movement to pressure
the French from the village and ford. French retreated back as fast as they could.
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The British won the initiative and the 6th Foot
ing Neuchatel gun and destroys it with a lucky shot.
the Cavalry with their speed are going to attempt tocut off the French from their
Southern escape route and force them to take the Western road.

.'irtillery fires at the retreat-
The Light Infantry (95th);and

The French right after losing the Neuchatel gun a
not be able to hold the Southern route free. The hope
Guard coming up in column will be able to balance the
the village area the 13th Foot-Artillery and the 33rd
towards the Western bridge and the 33rd Grenadiers are
the Southern bridge. The 33rd Grenadiers are worried
exposed to such power as the British guns across the r
column as fast as possible. The mission of the Chasse
the leading British Regiment in the flank so as to tak
power". The Chasseurs swing around the house number 4
tilt, their sabres are drawn and national enthusiasm i

re quite worried that they will
is that the Chasseurs of the

situation. Meanwhile over at

Voltigeurs are retreating fast
going down the road towards

however because they are so
iver, and they are moving in
urs-a-Cheval is to try to hit
e full advantage of the "shock
to prepare to charge full
high.
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The French won the initiative and allowed the 13th Foot Artillery and 33rd
Voltigeurs to proceed to cross the Western bridge. The Chasseurs-a-Cheval swing a-
round house number 4 and hit the Guard Regiment full tilt in the flank, their sabres
working overtime and they hack, kill, stomp and spit until the Guards were wiped out.
The melee is a complete success, as it gives the French a moment to collect itself
and gain a move on the British who are now stopped cold. The Seaforth Highlanders
however are now completely aware that the Chasseurs in front of them have "blown"
horses (though high in morale) and fully intend to revenge the Guards.

The 2nd Foot Artillery gun of the British firesinto the Cuirassiers and a great
many of them which forces them to retreat West to re-group. This leaves the French
right no alternative but to retreat down towards the Western road as the Chasseurs
of the Guard are still too far to help. The Surrey and Norfolk regiments have swung
round to the right and are now on the west side of the village. The Seaforths
attack the now stationary Chasseurs-a-Cheval and inflict terrific loss on them and
force them to turn tail and retreat down the West road following up the 33rd Volti
geurs.
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The British won the initiative and the 6th Foot Artillery fire on the fast
columning 33rd Grenadiers and kill 5 Grenadiers. The British Hussars go into a fast
flank attack against the *rish Fusiliers and their shock, plus follow through sabre-
ing kill the Irish while trying to keep the entire command clear enough to contine
the turning movement. It is now hoped that the British can pin the Legere Light
Infantry and the Chasseurs of the Guard to the river and thus have them boxed in so
che guns plus all the regiments volley against them. The Irish took a terrific toll
of the British Hussars before going down. They are a weak regiment indeed and now
have blown horses.

The Legere of the French pull back meeting the Chasseurs of the Guard on the
Western side of the Southern escape road. The 33rd Grenadiers are almost with them.

The 13th Foot Artillery has now crossed the bridge as has 33rd Voltigeurs. The
Chasseurs-a-Cheval are with the gun and are now re-grouping.
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The French won the initiative and all moved to get underway to attempt to unite
into a powerful force to wipe out the now British left. As the French are all now
on the Southern side of the river. Things look pretty good thus far.

The 2nd Foot artillery fire on the 33rd Grenadiers to attempt to force them to
break the powerful line of Guards and Legere. The gun sighting was faulty however
and the shot went clean over the heads of the French. Needless to say, the 6th
Foot Artillery crewmen really "razzed" the 2nd for poor shootingi Norfolk Regiment
split off from the column and is going to force the West bridge if possible or at
least worry that part of the French army. The Seaforths and the Surrey Regiments
are columning down the South road. The village is in British hands now, that's for
sure!
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The British won the initiative and the 6th Foot Artillery fire on the French
Cuirassiers and wiped them completely out after they had retreated along with the
rest of the French Line. The British left (Cavalry and 95th Rifles) are still attemj.
ting to force the French Line in if possible to "box" them against the river. The
Surrey Regiment columned off the road and swung into line to attempt to fire on the
Guards across the river. The Seaforth Highlanders swing along the road to the quick
step march "Barren Rocks" - they are truly in their element after a fine scrape a-
gainst the Chasseurs-a-Cheval and are now getting closer to more fighting. The
Seaforths will cross the river and join the British left. Norfolk is columning to
wards the -Western bridge and are in high hopes to catch the French off guard from
that end and help the "boxing movement".

The French 13th Foot artillery spots the unrushing Norfolk and turn their gun
around, fires into the Norfolk regiment and kills a few soldiers, but does not stop
Norfolk. The 33rd Voltigeurs have no other choice but to swing back from the origins
plan of joining the rest of the Army to cover the bridge approach. The loss of the
Cuirassiers only mean that the now weak Chasseurs-a-Cheval must take over protection
of the French right flank.

The French won the initiative and retired the gun down the Western road. The
entire French Line now starts a complete column movement towards the Western road
which is now their only escape route. The Chasseurs-a-Chcval and the Legere are off
the table and have escaped. The 33rd Grenadiers and the Chasseurs of the Guard are
getting closer to freedom and safety at each step. The 33rd Voltigeurs volley the
Norfolk Regiment (who cannot answer the volley because they are in column) and kill
a few men.

The British won the initiative and the 2nd Foot artillery fired into the Chass
eurs of the Guard killing many Guardsmen. The Norfolk Regiment in column hit the
33rd Voltigeurs who were in line and the shock power plus fighting ability of the
Norfolk men create havoc among the Voltigeurs and after much hand-to-hand fighting
force the 33rd into a fast retreat down the West road. The guns of the British do
not dare fire on the two remaining French regiments because the Highlanders are in
the line of fire so they feel that they have done their job, now it is up to the re
maining regiments to win the day. The Heavy Dragoons let loose their powerful horses
and hit the 33rd Grenadiers full tilt and wipe them out to a man. The 95th volley
against the Chasseurs of the Guards and come out quite badly cut up. The French
Chasseurs of the Guards cut their way through all the powerful British surrounding
them and like true Guardsmen of Napoleon, win their freedom by being brave soldiers.
They leave however many brave comrades behind, not only of their own regiment but of
the various regiments that were quartered with them at the village. They feel that
the British have the worse for it however, because they have cleaned out all the
drinking wines that was in the tavern in a fine drinking bout this last week. The
tavern (house number 4) is truly in shambles. Too bad matey - we had a ball! Now
you can stay if you want.
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1.

2.

3.
^.

5-
6.

7.

8.

9.

FRENCH

Vendre Guards
Vendre Light Infantry
41st Grenadiers
41st Fusiliers
41st Voltigeurs (skirmishers)
Hussars

Cuirassiers
Neuchatel gun
Vendre 3rd Artillery

3RITISH

1. Somerset Regiment.
2. Perthshire Regiment
3- 2nd Foot Guards
4. 60th Light Infantry
5- Black Watch Highlanders
6. The Black Horse Light Dragoons
7. Life Guards
8. 16th Foot Artillery
9. 12th Foot Artillery

ooOoo

AlthnJn the -2.10 for a 3rd year's subscription to "Wargamer's Newsletter"Although since starting the magazine my interest has swung largely to board 2 (I
flilZl mJ °rders to Avalon I!ill -ust put you about no end!), I can only say S all

to knoTabout hTV j?0^ help *««*-«««i&g enthusiasts who read this magazineto know about the British board-gaming and Diplomacy matazine "Albion", which vou
TlSSl6 6°gty Til hf°re (Wh6n ? f°Und °Ut a*out it:)- » is obLinable^romissur^onSly." ?*" U°*** '^^' ^-ley, Cheshire, for 13p (including postage)

Charles Appleby of Northants.



MAKE
YOUR OWN

AIRFIX CONVERSION

by

Mike Lockyer

French Napoleonic

Dragoons a Pied

^\%'?/^^ Source of figures: World
tkz.ii) War I American Infantry.

r\ Dragoon: Figure advancing
with bayonet.

Hat brim was removed except for front portion (used
to represent a peak). Cartridge pouches, pockets and
coat skirts were removed also rifle barrel and bayonet,
rifle butt left on. Overhang to trousers was smoothed
away with a hot knife, the figures right foot is welded
on to its base.

After all this surgery comes the additions. Helmet
and horse hair streamers from plasticene; a pin is pushed
through figures left hand and into right fist, this be
comes the musket barrel - a musket strap is made from a
thin piece of paper.

Coat tails are made from paper shaped thus
'This is stuck onto the back of the figure and then covered in clear nail varnish,
turnbacks are painted on when dry. A pin is stuck to the left leg to represent a
hitched up sabre, a cartouche box is made from thick card and a knapsack and great
coat roll from plasticene, sabre hilt is also from plasticene.

All plasticene covered with clear nail varnish. The figure is painted as for a
Dragoon but with boots and gaiters not jackboots. Painting details from Funken Vol.
I.

JACK SCRUBY^S

MILITARY MINIATURES

A DIVISION OF

AMBRITE INDUSTRIES LTD., INC.
P. O. Box 3088 — Visalia, Calif. 93277

AMERICA'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF METAL SOLDIERS

Designs by Jack Scruby

WITH

OVER 2000 AUTHENTICALLY DETAILED DESIGNS IN

20mm - 25mm - 1 inch - 30mm - 5^+mm

FEATURING

OVER 400 OF OUR POPULAR READY-CAST WARGAME MINIATURES
AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT AT FANTASTIC NEW LOW PRICES:

Scruby Ready-Cast 25mm Infantry at .15c each.
Scruby Ready-Cast 30ram Infantry at .20c each.

SEND #1.00 (40p) TODAY FOR YOUR EXCITING NEW, FULLY ILLUSTRATED SCRUBY
MINIATURE CATALOGUE TO: SCRUBY MINIATURES, P.O.Box 3088,

VISALIA, CALIFORNIA 93277, U.S.A.

Purchase of a Scruby Catalogue automatically places your name on our
mailing list for Newsletters and Catalogue Supplements.



YOU WRITE

TO US

"When you receive this letter I will be in Iran, digging up an Urartian (c.600
BC) Hill Fort near Shahpur in Acerba'^an. This is an exciting trip for me not only
because I enjoy archaeology, but also because Ancient wargaming is my main interest.
Urartu is an especially interesting kingdom because it was the only one to success
fully resist the Assyrians at their height. It finally fell before the Barbarian
Cimmerian invasions which caused such tremendous devastation in modern Turkey and who
Herodotus refers to in his "Histories". I hope to gain much invaluable first-hand
knowledge of ancient fortifications from the dig. Expect a card sometime this
summer."

Martin Charlesworth.

ooOoo

"I am writing to renew my subscription to Wargamer's Newsletter and must con
gratulate you on prompt and regular delivery of the magazine.

I find informed articles on tricky or neglected aspects of wargaming especially
rewarding reading, and often manage to integrate such results of original research
or ingenuity into my rules.

Although at first the novice is apt to gloss over pages not relating to his
chosen period, battle reports and campaign sagas seem to possess an irresistible
attraction, often due, in my case, to fascinating battle plans demanding that one
read on to see whether the potentialities of terrain'were fully exploited.

Many thanks for your editorial effort and long may you continue the hobby's
chief mentor and enthusiast."

David J. Why of Brighton.

ooOoo

"The lapse of my subscription was due to a temporary cessation of wargaming by
our group due to Honours Thesises, marriages, etc. However, now that I am settled
in a flat with a spare room we are back in business again. Our Napoleonic and
Ancient troops (all converted from Airfix) do battle most Sunday evenings - in fact
I am expecting that Great British General Hamiltonus to arrive any moment to command
his motley crowd of Gauls and Britons against my legions."

Jim Gandy of Tasmania.

ooOoo

"I am glad to find, according to one of your recent articles, that you have
"rediscovered" the joys of wargaming. Though not as involved in writing as you are,
I also have found it difficult of late to spend as much time in the actual pursuit
of the hobby and get rather "bogged down" in the editing chores of The Courier. I am
fighting hard against this trend, however and manage to get in a game every Wednesday
night."

Richard L.Bryant of Brockton, Mass, U.S.A.

ooOoo

"I must confess the magazine is still as interesting as ever. The game has
certainly mushroomed, quite a few boys are playing over here mainly Second World War
due mainly to Airfix figures being available.

Have been receiving the Military Modelling Magazine - lots of adverts and too
much World War II for my liking, still one must be open minded about these things. I
think its because of this that the Newsletter is so good, no gimmicks, just straight
down the line from one wargamer to another, and one I might say who loves his hobby
so keep up the excellent work."

Jim Shaw of New Zealand.

ooOoo—-

"In the July Newsletter you write about the Wargames Research Group Rules. I
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must say that my two friends and I are most glad of the Rules, both because they cut
out a considerable amount of luck and seem to be a lot better than others we have
used - an opinion formed by experiences on the wargames table. I was commanding the
Romans against a mixed Barbarian army and confidently expecting my first ever victory
as my flanking movement was moving better than expected. Thereupon two of the enemy's
five elephants came forward and promptly mauled 40 heavy Roman legionaires, my (in
vincible as I thought) centre. As I only had 20 legionaires left and the enemy had
3 unused elephants I was a little apprehensive to say the least!

Also all three of us have known the feeling that the dice are loaded against us.
In particular Michael (I can't even pronounce his surname let alone spell it) has
suffered and had one battle really spoilt.

Getting away from luck and so forth, we have found that in the Horse and Musket
period, artillery can so easily dominate a battle under most rules. A couple of good
throws and a line regiment is heading back the way it came. But in the Research Group
Rules you can have many more guns on the table without spoiling the battle (as I see
it anyway!).

Also another advantage of the Ancient rules of the Research Group is the pro
longed melees that take place. These give one time to send in reserves if ones line
is wavering - an advantage that seems to be often overlooked.

Perhaps time is one big problem (our battles seem to take a long time whatever
rules we use!) but I feel that this is outweighed by smaller casualties in steady
doses, sensible morale rules, having figures on the table for longer and the advant
ages mentioned above. All of this gives a more realistic battle both to fight and in
appearance."

Peter Tickler of Grantham.

If you accept our new range of 25mm figures along with
their variance in size and posture, even their campaign dress,
then you are hooked onto a rare treat.

Why?

Why indeed!

HINCHLIFFE
MODELS

We are currently working on companion sets of artillery
and field equipment for all our new armies in better-than-ever
superb detail, the equal of our figures. Our 25mm figures
spring to life as men of average 5'8" height in real-life when
posed to our equipments, they stop the vents, *Lght along the
guns, drag at the wheels, ride the horses, they even wet their
sponges! Oh! Yes as always we have the correct wheels for all

our equipments even the correct number of spokes!!

October is the month when the first ever complete French Napoleonic field artil
lery gun and equipment system rolls from our depot complete with their horse teams
and all personnel.

Our other scales are not being neglected for we value our customers in all the
areas of collecting and wargaming, we are participants ourselves and think we know
what you all enjoy.

Our original declared intent was all armies, all periods, all popular scales,
forward the Romans and Hoplites, yes drag those infernal machines with you! We think
we are getting there, Rome wasn't built in a day but it had good foundations, so have
we, look at the names below.

PETES GILDER - FRANK HINCHLIFFE

thev doi'Tkinfr3 ?hd WarGamef of landing know its aformidable combination, whatthey don t know are the names of our growing team of assistants, we don't intend to
tell them - that is where our strength lies! After all its what brings to you the
finest models at the most sensible of prices - just compare value for value and then
Inl, ni rfallse «fcy y°ur local stockist handles them with confidence - he doesn't
a ItoZLtV "pwelVorwardwus his name and address, we cannot promise he will become
but uf?i" /ememh?r we cJoose and plan in this field just as we do in all others
tratea S»1n S?+* ?"* i* y°U St±11 haVG difficultY wife to us for our illus-

r fd anQ 15P' WS Wl11 Understand raore than over if you live in

161
HINCHLIFFE MODELS, Meltham, Huddersfield, England, HD7 3NX
A range of Cast Metal Military Models 20-30-54 m/m Scale
Illustrated Catalogues from your dealer or direct. 13p post free
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BOOKS
REVIEWED

"THE BENGAL HORSE ARTILLERY 1800-1861" by Kajor-General B.P.Hughes. (10" x 7%":
184 pages: 4 coloured plates, 20 black and white plates, 14 maps. Arms and Armour
Press. £4.25). '

No one interested in British Colonial warfare can fail to be really thrilled by
this magnificent book, every page of which glows with the dash and deeds of this
corps d*elite formed within one of the three great armies which the Honourable East
India Company maintained in the first half of the 19th century. Called by their
Afghan enemies "The Red Men" because of the great scarlet main which hung from their
brass-mounted Roman helmets, the Bengal Horse Artillery was trained always to move in
battle with their light guns at the gallop. They were in the forefront of every one
of the continuous series of battles and sieges which were undertaken in and around
India from 1800 to 1862. Published in a limited edition of 1,000 copies, this book
is a collectors item that is a joy to possess. A colourful addition to any wargames
table, The Bengal Horse Artillery would not be difficult to convert from the Airfix
Cuirasier set.

FAMOUS REGIMENTS SERIES (published by Leo Cooper Limited, £2.10)

"THE LANCASHIRE FUSILIERS" by Cyril Ray. Liberally decorated with plates and
drawings, this book tells the exciting story of a Regiment that won six V.C's before
breakfast in the landing on the Gallipoli Peninsula on 25th April, 1915-

"THE ROYAL SCOTS GREYS" by Michael Blacklock. Written by their Commanding
Officer this book is a work of affection and succeeds admirably in getting over the
spirit and atmosphere of a crack cavalry regiment from their raising in 1678 through
Marlborough's Mars, their charge at Waterloo and again at Balaclava to the Boer War,
the Great War and armoured exploits at Salerno and battles of World War II.

"THE LIFE GUARDS" by R.J.T.Hills. Colonel Hills spent thirty years in the Life
Guards and his book is a fascinating account of one of the best known Regiments in
the world. Well illustrated, it is an admirable addition to this very fine series.

"THE NAVAL WAR AGAINST HITLER" by Captain Donald Macintyre. (9" x 6"; 376 pages;
70 illustrations and 23 maps. B.T.Batsford, £3.50).

I do not have very much time to fight Naval battles but this book has filled me
with a passionate desire to cut down on my activities so as to have a go at the Naval
battles of World War II. This book has everything that the Naval wargamer would want
to know about that period and, written in a most readable and clear manner, it must
surely be the single volume definitive book on naval battles of that period. Thorough
ly recommended.

"WAFFEN-SS" by D.S.V.Fosten and R.J.Marrion. (8-J" x 6-£"; 112 pages; 16 colour
pages; 80 pictures (many hitherto unpublished) and scores of line drawings showing
uniform and equipment details. Almark Publishing Company Limited, £2.25).

Excellently written by two highly authoritive writers and artists, admirably
reproduced by an enthusiastic publisher, this book delves into the deepest depths of
this World War II German elite fighting force. If you want to know anything about
this infamous outfit (and I suppose there are people who do) then there can be no
finer source of information than this book.

"BRITISH MILITARY MARKINGS 1939-1945" by Peter Hodges. (.&-" x 5£"j 64 pages;
7 colour plates and over 70 other illustrations. Almark Publications Limited, £1.25
paper covers).

Having served in a regiment of Churchill flame-throwing tanks, Sherman flail
tanks and other armoured Engineer vehicles, I am always interested to see if anyone
has a record of its rather scattered and diverse activities in North Africa and
Italy. I was delighted to find that this book has all its Brigade and Regimental
signs and markings. That is typical of what must be about the most authoritive
volume on this subject and a book which I fail to see how any World War II wargamer
can be without. Apart from the pictured markings, the book contains Orders of
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Battle for almost every British formation which in itself is invaluable to the war
gamer seeking to form World War II armies.

"FIRST BULL RUN 1861" by Peter Davis and H.John Cooper. (8-,;" x 5-J"; 96 pages;
17 maps. Charles Knight and Co., Ltd., 90p).

This is the latest volume in Knight's Battles for Wargamers introduced by
Brigadier Peter Young, D.S.O., M.C., and it amply fulfils the promise held in that
title. When reviewing the two previous volumes in this series I remarked upon the
lack of positive information for the wargamer but there can be no complaints whatso
ever on that score so far as this book is concerned. Written by two active wargamers
it first tells the story of the battle and then gives details of the formations in
volved, their arms and dress and equipment. Then it discusses rules and finally the
re-enactment of the battle as a wargame with particular emphasis on the terrain. I
am writing a book for this series on the Battle of Poitiers and I shall be more than
delighted if I am able to feel that my finished manuscript contributes as much to our
hobby as has this book.

"MILITARY BADGE COLLECTING" by John Gaylor. (8£" x 5£"; 150 pages; 51 pages of

illustrations. Seeley, Service and Co. £3.25).

Military badges are probably the most easily obtained of all militaria and even
the youngest and most penniless military collector will find it not beyond the scope
of his pocket, to amass a very fine collection. In his book John Gaylor, who is
Secretary of the Military Historical Society, covers every aspect of this branch of
militaria, telling of the evolution of the present regimental badges from the numbered
regiments of foot up till 1881, including many unusual units. Also he gives much
useful advice on the acquisition, the mounting and the storing of badges. The book
has photographs of over 600 badges from 1881 to 1970 and must be absolutely invaluable
as a guide and a work of reference both to the beginner and to the experienced collec
tor alike.

00O00

THE NEW WAR GAME DIGEST

In last month's issue I expressed my delight at the news that Jack Scruby was
putting out a new War Game Digest and now it has appeared - far glossier than in the
old days but still full of racy contributions in the old style but then its got the
old style editor hasn't it? Dedicated to Charlie Sweet of Bristol, Connecticut (a
veteran wargamer well known to us old stagers) this issue has a great deal of
nostalgia about it as it relates past histories of the magazine itself and of
prominent wargamers of latter years. It contains an excellent article by Charles
Sweet himself, a fascinating story of "The Greatest Act of Treachery in Wargames" by
Jack Scruby who has also written a study in depth on the 30 Years War including
organisation and rules. Ancient fans will like Dave Rusk's "Ancient Armies in
Miniature" which tells you just about all you need to know to start your wargames
armies in those periods together with a similar article on the American Civil "War.

This is all great and today's wargamers are lucky to have a second chance at
seeing the sort of literature that got this hobby on its feet in the first place. I
cannot attempt in words to explain the sense of impending excitement as each quarter
of the year ended and Tony Bath and I realised that the next issue of the War Game
Digest was due from America. How unfortunate it is that to get older is to get more
cynical and to get more cynical is to lose a great deal of enjoyment. Anyway don't
lose yours so send the equivalent of #2.00 (about 90p - I said 50p by mistake in the
last issue) to Jack Scruby at the Scruby Publishing Company, P.O. Box 144, Visalia,
California 93277, U.S.A.

00O00

THE ACTURIAS - Continued from Page 4. -cently was dated as first being used in the
15th Century AD.

My source for artillery is from the first section of "The Man of War" by Basil
W.Bathe. He gives the date of artilleries first used as about 300 BC, but does not
say who used it.

Nearing completion are plans for a 36 gun Frigate of 1790 based on the "Sirius"
of Trafalgar fame. These are being drawn by another Naval Architect Roger Freathy
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LOOKING AROUND - Continued from Page 23.
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LOOKING AROUKD

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - September 1971. Increasingly slanted towards model soldiers and
wargaming, this issue contains well illustrated articles on 54mm conversions; World
War I Austin Armoured Car scratch built in 1:32 scale; German parachute troops; con
version of Airfix Panzer IV kit into Jagdpanzer IV; American half-tracks; plus re
views of latest books, figures, etc.

BATTLEFLEET - Journal of the Naval Wargames Society U.K. Volume 4, No. 12 - Contains
proposed rules for land campaigns in the Society's World War I Campaign.

THE GRENADIER - The Bulletin of the Cheltenham Wargames Club - August/September 1971.
In addition to Napoleonic and mid-l8th Century wargame battle reports includes the
first of a series of Gangster Warfare.

INTERNATIONAL WARGAMER (U.S.A.) - July 1971. In addition to articles on board war
gaming contains illustrated material on Napoleonic Grand Tactics; The Spanish in
Mexico; The Incas; Tank details. August 1971: Rules for Mediaeval miniatures; Naval
Wargaming; The Incas; Napoleonic Grand Tactics; plus reviews and articles on board
wargames.

MILITARY MODELLING - September 1971. Full of details of the latest model soldiers

plus illustrated articles and features on National Maritime Museum; British Infantry
Colours at Waterloo; The Napoleonic Wargame by Charles Grant; Panzer IV; Sherman M32
Tank Recovery; The Buffalo AFV; Self-propelled Artillery of N.A.T.O. ; 1/76th scale
plans for the M52 self-propelled Howitzer; Elastolin figures plus book, figure and
kit reviews.

MINIATURE FIGURINES MAGAZINE - Number 2. Contains well illustrated articles with

painting instructions for French Regiments serving in Canada 1758; Artillery of the
Guard; New York Militia 1862; Pikeman 1643; Dragoon 1777; Flags of'the Demi-Brigades
1794-1804; Painting for Beginners by Miniature Figurines designer Dick Higgs; The
Brown Bess; Horse colouring and painting details for Seven Years War Figures.

MODEL BOATS - September 1971. Article and plans for the German Battle Cruiser
Gneisenau.

SCALE MODELS - September 1971. Nothing much for the wargamer, mainly articles on
aircraft.

THE SENTINEL - The Official Publication of The Gardens High Wargames Club, U.S.A. -
July 1971. Handed to me personally by Bob Stone and David Clark the editors in
Southampton recently this well produced little magazine is fully representative of
their great enthusiasm. Contains articles on Ships of the i'odern Soviet Navy;
Battleships (with illustrations); Organisation of a Modern American Division; Modell
ing the Sturmgeshutz III/IV; Vietnam M48A3 Conversion.

SOLDIER - August 1971. Colourful cover of the Trooping of the Colour plus well
illustrated articles on a Grenadier Guardsman; plus other articles on modern military
subjects, book and record reviews etc.

THE VEDETTE - The Journal of the National Capital Military Collectors - June 1971.
Illustrated articles on German troops in the American Revolution; Light Artillery
1864; The Siege of Danzig; Notes on British Cavalry 1815; Wargamers Corner plus other
features, correspondence, etc.

SLINGSHOT - Official Journal of the Society of Ancients - September 1971. Well up to
its usual high standard. Contains articles on Elephants at Arbela; Wargames Adapta
tions of Roman Army Organisation; Ancient Naval Wargames; A Battle Report; Persian
Clibanarius; The Roman Ballista; The Siege of Isari - an ingenious wargame; argument
about the use of spears; Assyrian Colours; A Composition of Wargames Armies plus dis
cussions and other features.

THE COURIER - Bulletin of the New England Wargamers Association - Vol.Ill, No.5. Con
tains details of a Napoleonic Wargame by Fred Vietmeyer; British Cavalry Standards in

CONTINUED ON PAGE 22.
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Newsle&r^^
xs regretted that no responsibility can be taken for non-^val^d^eplLem^tcopies^must be charged for - usually by deducting one month from tn"e subscription
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"HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS" is still available at half „^,a «.„
«tSr"-r SdUbSTberS "??P {*««*) incl^-g postage a^f^acki^g. Als'oTL!
65p (K SlnM, rerS°na;iy insCribed new "Pies of "ALL FOR ASHILLING ADA?i« at65p (21.50) including postage and packing. (Originally £1.50 new).

00O00

rh.nA!!11,53^ l°W !0/25»« figures to wargame standard, matt or gloss polyure-
nun^n r' 2P ^J***1?' 12P oavalry, inclusive. Send figures and payment?
?arldeg Barfold 1?f™t"n (Tif known " °r I ^ supply some). SB.King, 6*KSVearade, Barnoldswick, Colne, Lanes.

00O00

and f?S2 Ji^r °f ^ ^VT Br°W' Bristo1 BS6 6AP« requires organisational detailsand flags for European and Russian units in the 18th century.
00O00

From the end of September this year Chris Beaumont will no longer be the
allZTll tl °^ltenJam WarEames Club- Any correspondence concerning the Club
m?!«H. ChriS GreSE' 12° Bath R°ad« Cheltenham, Glos. He'll be sadly

00O00

. ?8."y/ian8 for.the immediate future involve a fair amount 01 moving about I
have decided to restrict myself to board games which are considerably more portable
Trti I h g than table-top miniatures. Iwould like to find agood home for the
armies and equipment I have built up and I offer these free to any bona fide war
gamer who would like to collect them from 8 Victoria Road, Manchester 14. He should
d,rop a line to me first and arrange times. ' " snouxa

£|TAILS: AConfederate Army (Airfix Confederates, Japs, Civil War Artillery, U.S.
Cavalry, etc) more or less fully painted; a Union Army (Airfix Union, F.L., etc more
or less unpamted and in the throes of an uncompleted reorganisation; a Mediaeval
Army (Airfix Sherrif of Nottingham and Robin Hood) fully painted, and if Imay say
props!" beSUtlful; various odds and ends of Airfix, Bellona and extemporised

John Conquest.



THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Personally inscribed and signed by the author.

"WARGAMES" - The original text book of wargaming. £1.65p. (#5.75).

"NAVAL WARGAMES" - Sea battles with model ships. £1.65p. (#5.75).

"AIR WARGAMES" - Battles with model aircraft. £1.65p. (#5.75).

"ADVANCED WARGAMES" - This follow-up book to "Wargames" introduces a host of new
ideas and brings the hobby up-to-date. £2.40p. (#6.25).

"WARGAME CAMPAIGNS" - This book caters for the experienced wargamer who is seeking
larger scale campaigns, but it is not too advanced for the relative besrinner.
£1.90p. (#6.00).

"HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS" - An essential reference book giving details
of the world's figure-makers, museums, prints, books, recrods, dioramas, etc., etc.
Special edition for Wargamer's Newsletter subscribers - 85p. (#3.00).

"AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET!" - The 1st Sikh War 1845-6. £1.65p. (#5.75).

"ALL FOR A SHILLING A DAY" - The atory of the 16th Lancers in the Sikh War 1845-6.
Nearly out of print! A few signed by the author left at 65p. (#2.00).

"BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS" - A lew and completely different book that introduces
the hobby and then expands the aulject so that even the experienced wargamer will
find interest and value in its pages. Well illustrated with drawings and photo
graphs. (Published by David and Charles). £2.90p.~ (#8.00).

"MILITARY MODELLING" - Is a book packed with instructions for moulding and casting
model soldiers; on making military vehicles, guns and buildings; on soldering,
gluing and painting; making dioramas and display cabinets. There is an extensive
section dealing with the conversion of Airfix and "istorex plastic figures.
(Published by Kaye and Ward). £2.05p. (#6.00).

"LITTLE WARS" - "Little Wars" first appeared in 1913 and this is a facsimile re
production of the first edition. In this book H. G. Wells brought his consider
able imagination to bear on the formulation of simple but effective rules to
rationalise the small boy's pastime of shooting down toy soldiers with toy cannon.

"Little Wars" is the foundation stone of the present hobby of playing war-
games. It is also a book of great charm. £1.85p. (#6.00).

"OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS, 1893-1918" - L..V.Richards. An illustrated reference
Guide for Collectors.£1.65p.(#5.75).

A series of handbooks dealing with wargaming

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (1000 3.C. to 900 A.D.) by Tony Bath.

2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.

3. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation
in America) by Tony Bath.

4. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.

5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.

6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (including Colonial Wars against
Natives) by Donald Featherstone.

7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including
rules for early tanks, armoured cars, etc) by Donald Featherstone.

8. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.

20p each (50c) or the set of 8 for £1.25p (#3-50) including postage.

"WARGAMES TERRAIN" - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic
battlefields. 55p> (£2.00).

NEWSLETTER pUblicati°ns can be opined by sending cash with order to WARGAMER'S

charg^added^o ?hem!°n Sterling chec*ues ™^e « additional 30 cents handling-



Getevery
detail right

with Airfix Mk

It's the little things—like the opening hatches and elevating machine
gun on this Centurion tank—that really make the model! And

that's why Airlix Construction Kits are so lantastically popular.
Every model is accurate to the smallest detail—a parted

replica ol the real thing! There are nineteen series each made
to a constant scale. Over 300 kits to choose trom at prices

Irom 17p. From all good hobby shops and F. W. Woolworth.
Ask lor the catalogue.

EoltWB hit: WaUW*tIUak Bolloncntri:Ui/Cwt link Taplcll: SSan CsaKtMrCntaim

AIRFIX
The world's

biggest range of
construction kits

PLANES1
Over 150tochoos
Irom, Including
aitcratt from both
World Wars, modern
lets and airline

SHIPS!
Warships from World
Wars I and II. as well
as modern liners

STOP PRESS One of the most advanced
British motor cars, the five-door Austin Maxi
has five forward gears. The fascinating Airfix
model features authentically detailed engine
and interior trim. 34p.

News, article!, conversions for modelling
enthusiasts every month In AIRFIX MAGAZINE.
15p trom your model shop or newsagent.
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